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According to the Financial Times this morning, Anglo-Australian metals and
mining corporation Rio Tinto (the world's second-largest of its kind) has
issued a warning around "a persistent slowdown in global commodity
markets as the threat of recession in Europe and the US along with a
property crisis weigh on iron ore demand".
In its third-quarter operations review, the firm said it will still produce
between 320m - 335m tonnes of iron ore from its Australian mines this
year, with the caveat that output would be at the lower end of that range
due to operational issues including technical problems at some mines and
also train derailments.
Rio Tinto have been actively expanding operations this year, having signed a
$2 billion deal with the largest Chinese state-owned steelmaker China
Baowu Steel Group. It also took control of Mongolia's Oyu Tolgoi mine for an
estimated $3.2b.
The shares are marginally lower this morning following the release, trading
at £48.13 in London. After its pullback during the second quarter, the stock
is now trading down just 1% YTD, and we believe it is beginning to look
attractive again from a longer-term point of view. Rio Tinto still yields a very
impressive 11.2% in terms of a dividend, and has a forward-looking P/E of
7.0x versus its 10-yr average of 10.6x and peer average of 4.9x.

Equities: Stock markets are up another c.1% on the continent at the
time of writing - the EuroStoxx50 index is in its fourth consecutive day
in the green and is at its highest price in roughly 4 weeks. Britain's
FTSE100 is 1.3% stronger on Tuesday morning, with risk assets across
the board benefitting from the abrupt reversal of the UK government's
fiscal plans. The country's new Chancellor Jeremy Hunt yesterday
scrapped almost all of PM Liz Truss' previously-announced tax and
spending measures. This dramatic U-turn may lead to the BOE hiking by
less than was initially feared when they meet in November.
Corporate earnings will also dominate equity market movements over
the coming weeks, importantly this time next week we will be hearing
from some of the US' large tech firms.

Commodities: Energy markets have seen a very quiet week so far, at least in
comparison with some of the price action we have seen over recent months.
Brent Crude is currently slightly higher on the week so far, trading at $92.15
per barrel. Markets continue to weigh up tightening oil supply from the likes
of OPEC+ with the prospect of a global economic slowdown that will likely
affect demand in Q4 and into 2023. European natural gas futures have fallen
further, now at their lowest point (€120 MWh) in four months as mild weather
and ample stockpiles ease concerns about shortages.
Looking ahead: Eurozone Economic Sentiment figures will be published at
10am this morning, in what is otherwise set to be a fairly quiet day for
economic data. Tomorrow will be busier, Chinese GDP will come due, as will
CPI inflation prints from the UK and Canada. The back end of the week will
also be relatively muted and will likely see market attention shift towards
earnings releases.
Late today we are due to hear third-quarter results from Johnson & Johnson,
United Airlines, State Street, Netflix, Lockheed Martin, and BHP Group. These
will be followed on Wednesday by numbers from Tesla, ASML, Asos, Northern
Trust, Procter & Gamble, and Abbot Laboratories.

Currencies: The British Pound remains in focus, after the appointment
of Jeremy Hunt to the role of Chancellor (finance minister) in the UK.
GBP/USD has bounced this week to its current 1.133, while EUR/GBP
eased off to 0.868.
GBP and the Canadian dollar may see heightened volatility tomorrow
when their respective region's release updated CPI information.

Swiss multinational healthcare company Roche Holding AG has this morning
announced its third-quarter earnings results, in a period when they saw a
6% fall in Covid-related revenues.
"The third quarter of 2022 was particularly challenging due to base effects,
as the demand for Covid-19 medicines and tests was exceptionally high in
the same quarter of 2021" the firm said in its statement today, "Despite an
increasing incidence rate for Covid-19, actually, we do not see an increase in
the demand for Covid-19 related products".
Q3 revenue dropped to 14.74 billion Swiss francs ($14.84 billion equivalent),
below consensus expectations for 15.5b francs. Roche's best-selling
Ocrevus drug gained 16% in sales to 1.52 billion francs, while Hemlibra
jumped by 23% to 952 million francs (both excluding currency fluctuations).
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